AGENDA

Approval of the Minutes from October and November 2005.

1. Chair’s Report: Farid Chehab
2. CCGA Representative Report: Farid Chehab
3. Vice Chair’s Report: Catherine Waters
4. Dean’s Report: Patricia Calarco
5. Graduate Student Association Report: Theresa O’Brien
6. Postdoctoral Scholar Association Report: Christina Lewis and Ana Lazic
7. Old Business:

   Proposal for an Emphasis in Clinical Sciences for the Ph.D. in Oral and Craniofacial Sciences
   
   Kim Topp

   Determining New Minimum English Language Requirements for Graduate Admission
   
   Fred Schaufele and Holly Kennedy

   Change in Graduate Council Bylaws regarding Membership and CCGA Representation
   
   Farid Chehab

   Proposal for a Certificate Program in Global Health
   
   Ben Yen

   Addendum to the Motion to Approve the Senate Diversity Statement
   
   Holly Kennedy

Amendment: While the UCSF Graduate Council has no opposition to the UC Academic Senate Statement on Diversity, we do not believe it represents a strong enough statement about the level of diversity we would like to see among the students and faculty at UCSF.

Update on Student Enrollment Data for Fall 2005

Ashish Sahni